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Abstract— In Tooth MRI image, there are so many problem 

to detect damage area. Capping and RCT (Root Canal 

Treatment) is required for the damaged part and it is depend 

on the partition of tooth, which are crown, pulp and root. In 

this paper, Level Set method is more robust to initialization 

process, speedy and more accurate than the other known 

piecewise is smooth model. Level set techniques perform 

numerical calculations including bends and surfaces to catch 

dynamic interfaces and states of articles without the interest 

to parameterize the focuses on theories bends and sides In a 

level set formation, this criterion defines an energy in terms 

of the level set functions that perform a partition of the 

image territory and a bias field that accounts for the 

intensity inhomogeneity of the image. By this method, we 

can find decayed area in tooth for RCT process and by this 

we will go with either Capping or RCT. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In dentistry, root canal treatment involves a treatment to 

defuse the exposure in a tooth and the infection souse of root 

canal outside [1]. In particular, a dentist performs the root 

canal filling, on removing a dental pulp which bacillus 

infects by decayed tooth. The dental pulp is in internal teeth, 

and it predominantly composed of blood capillary which 

performs metabolism of teeth. A dental pulp fills a pulp 

cavity of center of a tooth crown from an apical foramen. In 

general, we expose the dental pulp by chipping the part of a 

tooth crown to do root canal treatment. Therefore, it is more 

difficult to remove the dental pulp of a root, compared with 

that of the crown. [1]. 

A root canal treatment (RCT) is a procedure that is 

done by the dentist to repair and save a badly damage tooth 

with the aim to conserve the tooth.  The  procedure  involves  

removing  the  damaged  area  of  the  tooth  (the  pulp),  

dressing  and  disinfecting  it  and  then  filling  and  sealing 

it [2]. Root canals alter from individual to individual and 

from tooth to tooth. That is why whenever an endodontic 

intermediation is planned, the format of that given root canal 

needs to be correctly spotted. Current medical imaging 

procedures make it possible to record extreme purpose range 

of the teeth, which can be deliver to image processing 

procedures to take out the shape of the root canal. This 

difficulty has been solved numerous different ways, in this 

paper we will go with level set segmentation technique to 

find the shape of harmed area in tooth [3].  

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

In tooth, there are four stage. These stages are crown, 

Enamel dentin and gum. If fungal or infection occurs only in 

crown and enamel then only capping is required.  

RCT is not necessary in that condition where 

bacterial growth is not in pulp area. If a tooth has become 

abscessed, it will require a root canal. An abscess forms 

when the pulp of the tooth dies and a pus pocket forms 

around the end of the root. If the damaged area is in crown 

than only capping require and if the damaged area in pulp 

than we will go with RCT.    

In fig.1, we can see that the decay part of the tooth 

is in crown area, but in this condition, we go with capping. 

If the decay area is in pulp part and pulp become damaged 

than root canal treatment is necessary for tooth. And also 

abscess area are detect in root area of tooth than also RCT is 

required.  

 
Fig. 1: Damaged Tooth 

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Image Segmenation 

In PC imaging, image segmentation is the procedure of 

divergence a computerized picture into various fragments 

(sets of components). The point of division is to disentangle 

and/or transmute the representation of a picture into 

something that is more central and easier to analyze. Picture 

segmentation is typically used to find things and borders 

(lines, bends, and so forth.) in pictures. Even more 

absolutely, picture segmentation is the procedure of doling 

out a name to all pixel in a picture such that pixels with the 

fuzzy mark share certain qualities.  

The result of picture division is an arrangement of 

pieces that together cover the entire picture, or an 

arrangement of shapes expelled from the picture (outwardly 

http://www.synonym.com/synonyms/take_out
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watch edge identification). Each of the pixels in an area are 

comparable with adoration to some component or processed 

stuff, for example, shading, power, or surface. Adjoining 

locales are purposely distinctive with yielding to the 

comparable recognizing. At the point when connected to a 

mass of pictures, run of the mill in restorative imaging, the 

subsequent forms after picture division can be accustomed 

to cause 3D reproductions with the benefit of introduction 

calculations like walking 3D shapes. 

B. Partial Differential Equation-Based Methods 

1) Active Contour Model 

Snake, or dynamic shapes, are bends all around 

characterized inside a picture space that can move under the 

effect of interior powers inside the bend itself and outer 

powers coming about because of the picture information. 

The inner and outside strengths are unmistakable so that the 

snake will take after to an article fringe or other coveted 

structures inside a picture. Snakes are comprehensively 

utilized as a part of numerous applications, and edge 

location, shape showing, division, and movement following. 

There are two key issues with dynamic shape 

methodology. To start with, the underlying form need, in 

mostly, be near the right limit or else it will probably meet 

the wrong result. The second trouble is that dynamic shapes 

have issues advancing into inward limit districts. 

2) GVF Snake 

Gradient Vector Flow (GVF) fields are strong direction 

fields got from pictures by lessening a vitality utilitarian in a 

variational structure. The minimization is finished by 

unraveling a couple of decoupled straight fractional 

differential figuring’s which scatters the slope vectors of a 

dim level or paired edge arrangement processed from the 

picture. We call the dynamic shape that uses the GVF field 

as its outside power a GVF snake. Particular remunerations 

of the GVF snake over a conventional snake are its coldness 

to instatement and aptitude to move into sunken marginal 

areas. 

C. Level Set Method 

Most district based level set contain of two sections: the 

normality part, which oversees the plane state of forms, and 

the vitality minimization part, which investigations for 

consistency of a favored element inside a subsection. A 

decent component of district based level set is that the 

primary forms can be set anyplace in the picture as territory 

construct division depends in light of the aggregate vitality 

minimization as opposed to nearby energy minimization. 

Along these lines, less previous information is key than 

edge-based dynamic forms. Chan and Vese utilizing the 

Mumford-Shah division model offered piecewise-consistent 

level set. Piecewise-consistent level set moves deformable 

shapes minimizing energy capacity in its place of seeking 

edges. A steady methodology the arithmetical information 

of picture power inside a subdivision, and an arrangement of 

coefficients, i.e. a piecewise consistent, evaluated the figures 

of picture power along the entire range of a picture. The 

energy capacity courses the change flanked by the piecewise 

consistent and the genuine picture force at each picture 

pixel. The level set development count is given by 

𝜕𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦)

𝜕𝑡
= 𝛿𝜖(𝜑(𝑥, 𝑦)) [𝑣 𝑑𝑖𝑣 (

∇𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦)

∇𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦)
) − [𝑒1(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝑒𝑒(𝑥, 𝑦)]] 

𝑒1(𝑥, 𝑦|𝑓1 = 𝜇1) = (𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝜇1)2 

𝑒0(𝑥, 𝑦|𝑓0 = 𝜇0) = (𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝜇0)2 

Where 𝛿𝜖(𝜑(𝑥, 𝑦)) the Dirac measure, v is 

indicates a continual speed duration to drive or pull the 

contour, 𝑒𝑖{𝑖 = 0,1}is the energy function internal and 

exterior the contours, 𝜇1 and 𝜇0 correspondingly signify the 

mean of the image intensity within the two subdivisions, and 

I (x, y) is the image. The final separated image can be 

represented as a set of piecewise constants, where each 

subdivision is represented as a constant. 

Chan and Vese projected multi-phase level set, 

which rises the number of subdivisions that active contours 

can catch instantaneously[8][9]. Many active contours grow 

independently established on the piecewise-constant model, 

and multiple subdivisions are defined by a set of split 

mixture of the level set functions. For example, J level set 

functions state that maximum 2𝑗 subsections of the whole 

region. An example of subsections defined by 2-phase level 

set is 

[

Ω0

Ω1

Ω2

] = {(𝑥, 𝑦): [

𝜙2(𝑥, 𝑦) < 0, 𝜙1(𝑥, 𝑦) < 0

𝜙2(𝑥, 𝑦) < 0, 𝜙1(𝑥, 𝑦) > 0

𝜙2(𝑥, 𝑦) > 0, 𝜙1(𝑥, 𝑦) < 0

]}       (4) 

where {Ω0, Ω1, Ω2} signify the four subdivisions definite by 

two level set functions {𝜙1, 𝜙2}. 

IV. ROOT CANAL PROCEDURE 

A. Human Teeth 

 
Fig. 2: Human Teeth 

The teeth are the stiffest materials in the human 

body. Other than being key for biting, the teeth assume a 

critical part in discourse. Parts of the teeth include: 

 Enamel: The hardest, white external part of the tooth. 

Finish is generally made of calcium phosphate, a stone 

hard mineral. 

 Dentin: A layer basic the veneer. Dentin is made of 

living cells, which emit a hard mineral substance. 

 Pulp: The gentler, living inward structure of teeth. 

Veins and nerves  gone through the mash of the teeth. 

1) Teeth Conditions 

 Cavities: Microscopic organisms dodge evacuation by 

brushing, spit, and harm the polish and more profound 

structures of teeth. Most depressions happen on molars 

and premolars. 

 Tooth decay: A general name for malady of the teeth, 

including holes and caries. 

http://www.webmd.com/oral-health/tc/tooth-decay-topic-overview
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2) Teeth Treatments 

 Tooth filling: Penetrating out the ailing part of a tooth 

and pressing the space with a mineral filling can keep a 

hole from pulverizing the tooth. 

 Root canal: The profound mash of a tooth is penetrated 

out, cleaned, and filled. A root canal is done when harm 

to the teeth has influenced the profound mash. 

 Tooth extraction: In the event that a tooth is excessively 

harmed, making it impossible to repair with a filling or 

root trench, it might be evacuated. Astuteness teeth are 

regularly extricated to avert relocation of the other 

teeth. 

B. Root Canal Treatment 

 
Fig. 3: RCT 

Endodontic or root canal treatment is one of the 

most common dental procedures employed in modem 

dentisuy. It is a procedure performed to remove damaged 

tissue from inside the root canals of a tooth[10][11]. This 

treatment is required when the pulp, which is the soft inner 

tissue of the tooth containing the vital nerve and vascular 

supply of teeth, becomes inflamed or infected. The 

conventional root canal treatment usually includes following 

main steps: . -. 

1) Access Opening: An opening is made into the root 

canal through the enamel and dentin of the tooth, and 

all the decay is removed. Then the opening is deepened 

in order to enter the pulp chamber and remove the pulp. 

2) Shaping and Cleaning: Tapered files are used to create a 

continuous funnel that tapers toward the apex of the 

tooth and to clean the total root canal system with the 

help of chemical agents. The most commonly operation 

in this step is repeated push-pull action with the 

instrument such as endodontic K files. 

3) Obturation: When the root canal is free of infection 

after thoroughly cleaning, it is filled and sealed with a 

material. 

4) Final Restoration: The tooth will be restored by 

replacing the temporary filling with permanent filling, 

or some other protective covering such as a crown 

V. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

 
Fig. 4: Algorithm of  level set 

First we take tooth X-ray image as a input image 

and apply level set segmentation to the image and find given 

regions in input tooth image. By level set, automatically 

initial contour are taken and than segment the different 

regions with different intensity. In forth step it will take 

some time to detect the regions and find all different 

intensity. 

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS  

We have first performed region-based damaged detection  to 

render healthy and unhealthy (anomalous) locations of the 

damaged area at a given time, same as real time monitoring 

scenario. For this purpose we have taken dataset from 

dentist  Dr.Nirav  Devmurari,  and then applied our 

proposed algorithm on those images  to perform damaged 

area detection. 

By Level set, we can detect the defected area 

having same intensity which was not being able to diagnose 

from original X-ray image because of low resolution. For 

further add-on feature for extraction process, we have used 

bias correction technology to remove image inhomogeneity 

and to perceive a better image for defective area diagnostic. 

By this procedure, we detect the decayed area in tooth.  

 
(a)                   (b)                         (c) 

 
(a)                               (b)                              (c) 

Fig. 5: (a)Original Image,(b)Marked Area by 

Expert,(c)Segmented Area 

http://www.webmd.com/oral-health/guide/dental-health-fillings
http://www.webmd.com/oral-health/root-canals
http://www.webmd.com/oral-health/tooth-extraction
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VII. CONCLUSION  

Image segmentation in medical images is quiet an open 

challenge up till now. Selection of proper seed points within 

a time period for detection of affected areas is done manually 

using snakes model. Hence the need of the hour is to select 

the seed points automatically which can be done with level 

set method even the results are quite satisfactory and  add on 

to the doctors for further diagnosis as well. So one can move 

a step further for automatic diagnosis using level set method. 
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